
Wooster Pelican Liner 3-Pack
These form-fitting liners are designed to work perfectly with the Pelican pail. Rigid material, great for quick 
color changes. Disposable for instant cleanup. Made of clear, solvent-resistant PET (a recycled plastic).

The Pelican pail makes it easy to carry 1 quart of 
paint with you to all the areas that require the detail 

of a brush. To switch to a roller, place the brush 
against the back of the pail and an integrated 

magnet will hold it in place. Because it’s molded 
inside the wall of the pail, the powerful Pelican 

magnet won’t rust or trap paint.

The security strap on the Pelican expands to 
make room for large hands. There’s no need 
to grasp the pail tightly, because the Pelican 
rests there effortlessly. Grip indents provide 

extra control and allow left- or right-hand use.  
Soft-feel elastomer adds more comfort.

All rollers 4½-inches or smaller work 
seamlessly with the Pelican thanks to 
the built-in roller grid. The ledge at the 
top catches excess paint and returns it 
to the pail. A notch under the lip keeps 

the roller frame in place. 

              The Wooster Pelican pail is designed to work with a brush and roller at once.
          Painters can take it up the ladder, use both tools, and trim out the room in no time flat.
Its durable, one-piece construction delivers professional performance and cleans easily.  

  UPC Working Shelf Cubic Ft. Pounds
Cat. No. Item 0-71497- Capacity Pack Per Pack Per Pack

8619 Pelican Hand-Held Pail 15237-4 1 quart 6 1.974 6.03
8629 Pelican Liner 3-Pack 15238-1 1 quart 18 .679 4.44



This lightweight product is a great option when working with 
rollers that are 4½-inches or smaller. Loading is easy because 
of the angled grid. Designed primarily for roller use, the 
Jumbo-Koter Paint Tray is molded out of recycled plastic.
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Not too big, not too small—the Speed Bucket has an aggressive, built-in grid that’s perfect for 
painting with rollers that are 7-inches or less. Like the Pelican, it has a powerful magnet inside to 
securely hold a paintbrush in place, and a notch for resting a roller frame. The Speed Bucket also 
resists paint buildup for easy cleaning.  

 UPC Working Shelf Cubic Ft. Pounds
Cat. No. 0-71497- Capacity Pack Per Pack Per Pack

8617 16259-5 1/2 gallon 4 1.518 6.55

 UPC Working Shelf Cubic Ft. Pounds
Cat. No. 0-71497- Capacity Pack Per Pack Per Pack

BR403 14810-0 1/2 quart 12 .848 3.72
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